DESCRIPTION

Two-page, holograph report includes brief notations on conditions for cavalry at Camps Bowie, Crittenden, Lowell, Goodwin, and Tucson Depot, Arizona Territory, undated but circa 1862-1871. Notes lack of shelter for horses and burros that make too much noise on night scouts.

1 box, .1 linear ft.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

Early military posts in southern Arizona, Fort Lowell (1860-1891), Camp Bowie (1862-1894), Camp Goodwin (1864-1871), and Fort Crittenden (1867-1873) relied on cavalry in their protection of settlers.

ACQUISITION

Unknown.

ACCESS

Original restricted due to fragile condition; a photocopy is available for patron use.

COPYRIGHT

Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society - Tucson, Archives Department.

PROCESSING

The collection was processed by Kim Frontz, September 1998.